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ABSTRACT
Emission inventories are a critical component for air quality management. An
accurate and up-to-date inventory data is an essential element of air quality modeling that
is crucial in determining compliance with ambient standards and in making policy
decisions. To insure that accurate inventory data are obtained in a State or local agency,
a combined Title V permitting process and point source inventory reporting infrastructure
are being implemented using Microsoft’s Access database program. The purpose of this
thesis is to develop a consolidated system for the State of Tennessee point source
inventory, the Consolidated Emission Reporting Rule (CERR) request information
system and Tennessee Title V permitting system, thus allowing the management of these
tasks within the same system. The system provides a method for companies to complete
their Title V permit applications electronically and, at the same time, generate their point
source inventory required by CERR. For validation purposes, the inventory data obtained
from the electronic Title V permit application via the system are checked against the
National Emission Inventory Input Format (NIF 3.0) quality assurance algorithm. With
this method of collecting and verifying data, regulatory agencies can update emission
inventories with data to meet the requirements of the Consolidated Emissions Reporting
Rule with minimal effort.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Emission inventories are a critical component for air quality management. An
accurate and up-to-date inventory data is an essential element of air dispersion modeling
that provides future emissions projection. The correctness of the modeling results is
based upon reliability and accurateness of the inventory data. It is an indispensable part
of air quality management. The Federal, State, and local agencies utilize the modeling
results as a basis for their policy decisions, as part of their efforts to attain and maintain
National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS).
The national point source inventory has been established since 1985. It provides
an estimation of emissions from major point sources across the United States. In 1990,
Congress amended the federal Clean Air Act (CAA) and divided the existing air quality
program into 11 major divisions from Title I to Title XI. NAAQS program falls under
Title I and permit program falls under Title V. US EPA promulgated the regulation in
40CFR Part 70 on July 21,1992. Title I requires state agencies to annually report criteria
pollutant emission inventory information for all point sources for which their actual
emissions are equal or greater than one of the following levels: 100 tons per year of SOx,
NOx, VOC or PM10; 1000 tons per year of CO; 5 tons per year of lead; or total facility
emission of 250 tons per year. Title V required States to develop and submit a proposal
for how they would operate the major source operating permits program to EPA by
November 15, 1993. According to the Federal Register, the State of Tennessee received
approval for their interim Title V operating permit program from EPA on August 28,
1996. The final program was approved on August 9, 2002. Under the Title V program,
1

any facility potentially emitting 100 tons per year of any criteria pollutant or 10 tons per
year of any Hazardous Air Pollutant (HAP) or 25 tons of a combination of HAPs is
defined as a major source and required to submit a federal operating permit application
(“Title V application”). The intents of the Title V program are to ensure that all sources
comply with all air pollution emission standards and will not have a detrimental impact
on human health or the environment.
In August 2002, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) promulgated
the Final Consolidated Emissions Reporting Rule (CERR) to simplify and streamline
existing emission reporting requirements (including Title I reporting requirements) into
one place in Code of Federal Regulations. CERR provides flexibility for data collection
and exchange, and merges various reporting dates for various categories of criteria
pollutant emission inventories. It combines the National Emission Trends (NET)
inventory of criteria pollutants and the National Toxic Inventory (NTI) of Hazardous Air
Pollutants (HAP) into a single inventory named the National Emission Inventory (NEI).
It modifies the existing reporting thresholds and categorizes point sources into Type A
(large point sources) and Type B (all point sources). Table 1.1 shows the emission
reporting thresholds for Type A and Type B sources. All the emissions in the table are
based on annual actual emissions. Unlike Title V reporting thresholds which are based on
the annual potential emissions. Under CERR, states are required to submit annual point
source emission inventories for Type A sources. Type B sources must be reported every
three years to EPA. Pollutants regulated under this rule include all criteria pollutants,
plus PM2.5 and ammonia.

2

Table1.1 Summary Requirements for Reporting Emission Inventories

In addition to the point source inventory requirement, CERR requires statewide reporting
of area source, mobile source and biogenic emissions every three years.
Before the final CERR was fully implemented in 2002, the Tennessee Department
of Environment and Conservation’s Division of Air Pollution Control (TDEC APC)
requested assistance from the University of Tennessee’s Department of Civil and
Environmental Engineering (Dr. Wayne T. Davis and Dr. Terry L. Miller, PIs, and Dr.
Joshua S. Fu and graduate students) to develop the emission inventories and database
management associated with the requirements of the CERR. The project was initiated in
June 2000 and is on-going. The goals were to evaluate the current emission inventory
program, identify critical paths required to maintain all the inventories that satisfying the
requirements of CERR and evaluate any problems or weaknesses associated with the
existing emission inventory management and reporting infrastructure.
During the evaluation investigation, several weaknesses were identified.
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1) The major source of information for the point source emission inventory was from the
Title V permit applications. Unfortunately, the point source emission inventory and
the Title V permit applications have somewhat different requirements and emission
thresholds. The first is based upon actual emissions and the second is based upon
actual or potential emissions, depending on how companies choose to pay their Title
Permit fees. Therefore, companies fall into CERR requirements which may not
necessary fall into Title V requirements.
2) Emission information from the Title V permit application is not sufficient to satisfy
the CERR requirements.
3) Modifying the Title V permit application forms requires an approval from the State of
Tennessee Air Pollution Board, and it is a lengthy process and may require a long
time to be approved. However, CERR requirements change year by year.
4) The existing point source emission inventory system is not efficient in handling
existing companies since it requires intensive labor to enter all the information from
the Title V permit applications into the point source inventory.
5) Title V information is handled and submitted in paper form, not electronically.
Many suggestions have been proposed to TDEC to help solve the existing
problems. TDEC has chosen one of the UT recommendations to help eliminate some of
the existing problems. This thesis includes the development of an electronic Title V
application form process that is also linked to the emission inventory process to provide a
more efficient means of tying the two as yet independent systems together. The thesis
includes the description of the development of the program and all documentation for the
program. The expectation of the program is to link CERR reporting infrastructure and
4

Title V permit reporting infrastructure together, and make the program electronically
available for use by the agency and by companies that are required to submit Title V
permit applications. According to an Internet search conducted in 2002, only a few states
have implemented electronic Title V permit application submission processes. Table 1.2
shows the current status of electronic Title V system development across the United
States and Table 1.3 shows a list of states that have implemented an electronic Title V
database management system. Software formats used for the electronic submittal are
Visual Basic ®, Adobe PDF ®, Word® and Word Perfect ®.

Table 1.2 Summary of Current Electronic Title V System Status
Number of State/Local Permit Application
Available in
Available in
Air Pollution Control in
Available to
Word Processor Database Related
the Survey
Download Online
Format
Format
114

68

65
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Table 1.3 List of States Implemented Electronic Title V System
EPA
State/Local Air
Region Pollution Control
2

New Jersey

4

Florida

5

Ohio

6

Texas

7

Iowa

Web Address

Software/
Software Format

http://www.state.nj.us/de RADIUS –Visual
p/aqpp/radius.html
Basic
http://www.dep.state.fl.us
/air/forms/transfer.htm#tr
ansferair
http://www.epa.state.oh.u STARShip –
s/dapc/fops/pmu.html
Visual Basic
http://www.tnrcc.state.tx. Adobe PDF or
us/permitting/airperm/ind WordPerfect
ex.html#oppermits
http://www.state.ia.us/ep SPARS – Visual
d/air/prof/oper/opapp.htm Basic, Adobe
PDF or Word
5

Submit
Through
Internet?
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

CHAPTER 2
METHODOLOGY

Over 450 major source companies were listed by the Tennessee Department of
Environment and Conservation (TDEC) to be participating in the Title V operating
permit program in year 2000. Figure 2.1 shows the existing Tennessee permitting
infrastructure.
For new permits, major source companies have to submit multiple copies of the
Title V permit applications to the TDEC DAPC permitting group for review, after which
the TDEC permitting group determines permit restrictions and operating requirements for
the companies and issues operation permits. The submittal is by paper copy. A paper
copy of the final permit is then provided to the TDEC DAPC inventory group. The
inventory group reviews, organizes information and inputs necessary information into
Tennessee Point Source Emissions Database (TPSED).

Modification
or Renewal

Fees
Group

Annual Fees
Report

Facility

New

Title V Paper
Version

Hard Copy
Transfer

Inventories
Group

Permitting
Group

Reviewing and
Inputting Data to
TPSED

USEPA

Figure 2.1. - Existing Permitting Infrastructure
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This process is a time-consuming task that takes an average of 15 to 20 hours to
complete. Often times, mandatory inventory information is not reported in the
application because it is not required in the application. Therefore, the inventories group
has to send out separate request questionnaires to the companies to obtain additional
information.
When permit modifications are made or annual fees reports are submitted, the
changes that were made by the companies in the modifications or renewal processes may
not be provided on a timely basis to inform the inventory group of changes that need to
be made in the inventory database. Also, up-to-date emissions information provided by
annual fee reports is not necessarily being utilized as a source of data that can be used for
updating the existing emissions database. These problems are being identified in the
current system and can’t be resolved without modifications of the current permitting
infrastructure. Figure 2.2 shows the proposed changes of permitting infrastructure.

Facility
New

Modification or
Renewal

Major Source Permitting
& Inventory Reporting
System (MSPIRS)

Title V
Paper
Version

Title V
Electronic
Version

Annual Fees
Report

Fees
Group

Inventories
Group

Electronic
Transfer

Permitting Group

Conversions

USEPA

Figure 2.2. - Proposed Permitting Infrastructure
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The main idea behind the changes is to create an electronic linkage between the
permitting group, inventories group and the fees group. The linkage serves as a central
information unit for all three groups and allows different groups within the department to
share information electronically. The central information unit is referred to as the Major
Source Permitting & Inventory Reporting System (MSPIRS). It is a Microsoft Access
database program that provides a common electronic platform for data exchange among
the groups and also to the companies. For validation purposes, MSPIRS incorporates
Title V requirement checking recommended by TDEC and the National Emission
Inventory Input Format (NIF 3.0) quality assurances (currently available version)
provided by the U.S. EPA to facilitate rapid error screening.
Under the new infrastructure, major source companies would be required to
complete their permit applications through MSPIRS. MSPIRS allows the user to
generate a hardcopy version of Title V permit application (Appendix A.1 to A.46),
electronic data version of Title V permit application and electronic data version of
emission inventory data. In general, the Title V permit application contains full details of
plant information and the emission inventory data is just a subset of it because most of
the detailed information in the Title V version is not needed for inventory purposes. Once
the hardcopy version and both of the electronic versions are generated by the person
preparing the forms, the hard copy version and the Title V electronic version would be
submitted to the permitting and inventory groups for review.
The new infrastructure, if adopted, would allow the inventory group to capture all
possible changes that were associated with modifications and renewals through MSPIRS,
since the companies would only be allowed to make their modifications through
8

MSPIRS. This ensures that the inventory will be updated whenever the changes occur.
Moreover, the duration of operating permits is set between 3 to 5 years in Tennessee and
therefore, company information will be updated at least once every five years. The new
infrastructure also covers the annual fees reports. Company that has completed MSPIRS
would have full details of emission process information. If such information is included
into the emission fees report, this will provide enough information for the inventory
group to update the emission inventory.
MSPIRS consists of thirty-six application forms and five other user interface
forms. Examples of all these forms (pre-filled example) and user interface forms are
included in Appendix A (A.1 to A.46) and B (B.1 to B.5), respectively. The thirty-six
forms essentially mimic the current Title V forms, with the slight modifications to
include the additional inventory information needed by the emissions inventory group.
Table A.1 to A7 in Appendix A shows the differences between the original Title V permit
application forms and the modified Title V permit application forms. The intent here of
maintaining the integrity of the original Title V forms in MSPIRS is to provide a familiar
system for those who already have experience with the Tennessee Title V permit
application process. It does not require extensive training and maintains a user-friendly
approach. MSPIRS adopts the idea of “touch screen or switchboard concept” unlike the
conventional program that requires a step-by-step process. The advantage of using the
switchboard over the conventional step-by-step program is in the flexibility that it
provides. The switchboard does not restrict the user to filling out the forms in a step-bystep way. The companies are allowed to fill out any form in any order in the
switchboard. Figure 2.3 shows an example of the switchboard.
9

QA/QC check

Figure 2.3 - Operation Switchboard
The switchboard is like a TV remote control. One can press on the control to
switch to any channel one wants to watch. In this analogy, the control will be the
switchboard and the channel will be the form one wants to fill out. For instance, if the
user wants to fill out the emission process information for process number 3 prior to
filling out the emission unit information, then the user can simply click the “Go” (see the
blue arrow) in the emission process information. The program automatically generates a
new process form. Once the information is completed, then one can close the process
form by clicking the “GO BACK” button in the opened process form and return to the
switchboard. The “GO BACK” button automatically activates the internal quality check
(QC) program and the results of QC program will show in the square box (see the red
arrow). When the QC passes, a check will appear in the square box indicating that the
process form has passed the QC requirement. Notice that three sets of QC check boxes
10

are shown in the program. They represent the different QC programs that are required by
different groups for different purposes. “TV” check box shows the results of QC
required by the permitting group, where as “INV” shows the results of QC required by
the inventory group. “WRN” check box shows the results of warning criteria QC for
both permitting group and inventory group. The details of the QC programs will be
discussed in Chapter 3. Once all the information has been included in the switchboard,
the user can visually see where the QC test failed. Failure to pass the QC programs is
unacceptable and indicates that the application does not meet the requirements. This
procedure, when properly used, insures that the inventory data and Title V data received
from the company meets the requirements of all groups.
MSPIRS is a program that can also serve as a central information unit. On the
management side, MSPIRS solves the communication problems that exist among the
various groups. It provides an electronic copy of Title V permit application for the
permitting group, while at the same time, eliminating unnecessary manual and often
tedious reviewing of the Title V permit by the inventory group. It greatly improves the
efficiency of the review process. The quality of the data is assured and is always up-todate. On the company (or user) side, MSPIRS serves as a tool for completing the initial
and subsequent modifications of the Title V permit application. The companies are able
to maintain an electronic copy for future modification. The user-friendly design smoothes
out the transition obstacles. The “switchboard design” provides flexibility for inputting
data. The QA/QC design reduces the chances of the submittal being returned because of
the lack of information or errors. MSPIRS satisfies the basic requirements of both the
Title V rule and consolidation of emission reporting rule.
11

CHAPTER 3
QUALITY ASSURANCE/QUALITY CHECK

The quality assurance and quality check is an important part of MSPIRS. It
ensures an acceptable quality of permit application can be achieved.
The QA/QC in MSPIRS was designed in the early stage of the database
development to include and incorporate data structure and data definition (the most basic
element in an access database) as a part of the QA/QC. Therefore, the permit application
in MSPIRS would be compatible with the EPA National Emission Inventory Input
Format (NIF 3.0). Moreover, criteria using in the EPA Quality Assurance / Quality
Control Software 3.0 are implemented in MSPIRS, as well, to produce acceptable
inventory data.
There are four objectives of the QA/QC in MSPIRS are: 1) reduce the chance of
errors created in MSPIRS for Title V permit application submittal, 2) make sure all the
Title V information have been completed before submitting to TDEC APC, 3) create a
user-friendly framework for identifying and reporting errors, 4) ensure all the data that
enter MSPIRS will be compactable with NIF 3.0 for inventory submittal.

Quality Assurance:

The quality assurance in MSPIRS can be divided into two major categories,
which are database structural design and user interface interaction.

12

Database Structural Design

In the database structural design, MSPIRS adapts the field definitions (data type,
size, etc.) of the NIF 3.0 and also defines the table relationships similar to NIF 3.0 for
compatibility concerns. The table relationships maintain the data integrity and the
consistence of the data in MSPIRS. Figure 3.1 shows a simply example of the table
relationships in MSPIRS, including four different table definitions and three connection
lines (relationship links). The figure also shows that the Cover Page table is linked to the
Facility Identification (APCV.1) table, the Operations and Flow Diagrams (APCV.2)
table and the Stack Identification/Fugitive Identification (APCV.3) table by the field
called “strFacilityName.” Each end of the linkage shows the number of records restricted
to each table and arrow marks show the directional relationships between tables. To
easily understand how the table relationships maintain the data integrity and the
consistence of the data in MSPIRS, an example will be helpful. Let say each table has a
record of “example one” filled in the “strFacilityName”. If the record in the Cover Form
table is deleted, any record in other tables that has “example one” in the
“strFacilityName” will also be deleted. Or if one changes the “strFacilityName” from
“example one” to “example two”, any record in other tables that has “example one” in the
“strFacilityName” will automatically change to “example two”.

User Interface Interaction

In the user Interface interaction, MSPIRS pre-fills the information that is available
from the previous form. This eliminates the chance of misspelling or typo that leads to
inconsistency among forms and tables. Moreover, it ensures the automatic update
13

Figure 3.1 Simplified Table Relationships in MSPIRS
function supported by the database structure will work properly. The user interface
restricts the number of forms that can be opened in the screen and the sequence of form
opening to prevent violation of the table relationships rule.
To further eliminate the chance of typo or misspelling, some of the fields in the
user interface have been designated as combo boxes with the “limit to list” property set to
be “true”. This setting restricts the field such that it can only be filled with the data that
comes from a list of selections designated by the programmer. In addition to the combo
boxes, MSPIRS has been programmed to operate with the interactive auto-fill function
and interactive field restriction. The interactive auto-fill function allows the user to fill
out certain information and other information will be automatically generated. For
example, when you select a SCC value in the SCC field, the program will automatically
fill in a correct SCC unit for you. The interactive field restriction function prevents
impropriate information from being placed in the form. For example, in the Stack
Identification/Fugitive Identification (APCV.3) form, if the user selects “fugitive” from
14

the selected list in the emission release type (item #3), any field that is not associated
with fugitive emission (item#6 – 17) such as stack height and stack temperature will be
disabled (eliminating access to the field). An example of the APCV.3 form can be found
in Appendix A.6.

Quality Check (QC):

The QC program contains four major modules: the completeness module, the
range check module, the comparison module and the number of comments module. Each
time a form closed, the completeness model will automatically run, and depending on
which form is being closed, the range check module and the comparison module may
also run. The number of comments module will run at the end.
The function of the first three modules is to put QC comments into the QA/QC
comment tables. There are two types of QA/QC comment tables in MSPIRS: type one
and type two. The type one QA/QC comment table is used to store QC comments from
APCV.1, APCV.2, APCV.29, APCV.31 and APCV.32 where the common unique fields
or key fields (defined in the field definition) of these forms are facility name and form
number. The unique fields in here mean one can only input a unique combination of
name or value into these fields, so that the combination of these fields can be used as a
unique ID in the form. Table 3.1 shows common QC comments that are associated with
the forms listed above. The type one QA/QC comment table contains the information of
form number, mandatory/warning, item number and comment. The facility name is
hidden from the user since it will be identical in each form. The type two QA/QC
comment table is used to store QC comments from forms other than those five forms
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Table 3.1 Common QC Comments in the Type One QA/QC Comment Table

Form Mandatory/
Item Number
Comment
Number Warning
V1-APC
M
Item#3 - The Facility SIC
Missing Data;
Code;
V1-APC
W
Item#9 - City or town;
No such city or town, please check
the spelling;
V1-APC
W
Item#1 - State and zip State and zip code does not match; Or
code
Missing data
V29-APC
M
Item#4 - Actual Emission
Total emission of CARBON
(Ton/year);
MONOXIDE from all the processes
listed in the application is greater than
the total emission listed in the
emission summary form;
V29-APC
M
Item#4 - Actual Emission
Total emission of NITROGEN
(Ton/year);
OXIDES from all the processes listed
in the application is smaller than the
total emission listed in the emission
summary form;
listed in the type one QA/QC comment table. Since the common unique fields in the type
two are different from the type one, it is necessary to have the QC comments separated.
The common unique fields in the type two QA/QC are form number, facility name,
emission unit ID (EU ID), process ID (PE ID), stack ID or fugitive ID (STK ID) and
control device series (CDS). Table 3.2 shows a list of common QC comments associated
with the type two forms which contains the information of form number,
mandatory/warning (M/W), item number and comment in additional to the common
unique fields.
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Table 3.2 Common QC Comments in the Type Two QA/QC Comment Table
Form
Number
V3-APC
V3-APC

EU PE ID STK ID CDS M/W
Item Number
ID
230-1
M Item#5 - Longitude;
230-1
W
Item#12 - Exhaust
Temperature;

Comment
Missing Data;
The value is too low or too high,
Please double check the value;

V3-APC

230-1

M

Item#5 - Latitude;

The value is out of state boundary,
Please double check the value;

V3-APC

230-1

M

Item#16 - Have Any
Bypass Stack

'Yes' has been selected. However,
there is no bypass stack record;

V6-APC RST- T-2
1

Fug 2

W

Item#19 – No
Material Information;

Missing Data in the Table;

V19-APC P80

01

S01-1

M

Item#5 – No APC
V.21 Form;

APC V.21 Form is Required

V28-APC MR-1

2

Fug3

W

Missing Data in the Table;

V30-APC P80

01

S01-1

M

Item#6 – No
Emission
Information;
Item#9 - Limitation;

Missing Data;(PRIMARY PM,
FILTERABLE PORTION ONLY)

Completeness Module

The function of the completeness module is to check through each individual
field in the form to see whether the field has been filled. If it is not, a QC comment will
be added to the QA/QC comment table (type one or type two depended on the form).
Before the QC comment is added to the table, a conversion must be made to the field
name since the field name is the name used in the table definition and may not
understandable by the user. A cross-referencing table is used to do that. The example of
the cross-referencing, as shown in Table 3.3, contains the information of type (Strtype),
subform number (Form Table No), form number (FormNo), field name (Field) and user
interface field name (Field Description), where the field name and the user interface field
name are used for the conversion. Inside “( )” shows the original description used in the
MSPIRS.
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Table 3.3 – QA/QC Type And Field Description Table
Type
(StrType)
B

Subform Number
(Form Table No)
V1-APC

Form Number
(FormNo)
V1-APC

Field Name
(Field)
StrFacilityName

Interface Field Name
(Field Description)
Item#1 - Facility Name
and Owner Name;

B

V1-APC

V1-APC

StrMailingAddress

Item#1 - Mailing
Address;

T

V1-APC

V1-APC

StrCounty

Item#2 - County;

E

V1-APC

V1-APC

StrNAICSPrimary

Item#3 - The NAICS
Code;

E

V1-APC

V1-APC

StrFacilityRegistryId
entifier

Item#4 - The Facility
Registry ID;

Range Check Module

The range check module uses a set of pre-defined values to compare with the data
that are listed in the form. If the data fall outside of the range, a QC comment will be
added to the QA/QC comment table (type one or type two depending on the form).
These pre-defined values are adopted from the pre-defined value listed in the Quality
Assurance / Quality Control Software 3.0 and are stored in tables inside MSPIRS (See
Appendix D for some of these pre-defined values). The reason for storing the predefined values in tables is for easy modification. For example, if the values in pre-defined
values have changed, one can simply change them in the tables without modifying any
programming code. The fields that are included in the range check are city name, zip
code, latitude/longitude coordinates, stack parameters (stack height, diameter,
temperature, velocity and flow rate), fugitive parameters (fugitive height) and maximum
emissions. Table 3.4 shows a list of forms that use this module in MSPIRS.
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Table 3.4 – Forms that Use the Range Check Module
Range Check Item
City Name
Zip Code
Latitude/Longitude

Form Implemented the Range Check Module
APCV.1, APCV.32 and APCV.34
APCV.1, APCV.32 and APCV.34
APCV.1, APCV.3, APCV.3(BYPASS), APCV.4, APCV.5,
APCV.6, APCV.7, APCV.8, APCV.9 and APCV.10
Latitude/Longitude
APCV.1, APCV.3, APCV.3(BYPASS), APCV.4, APCV.5,
APCV.6, APCV.7, APCV.8, APCV.9 and APCV.10
Stack Height
APCV.3 and APCV.3(BYPASS)
Fugitive Release Height
APCV.3 and APCV.3(BYPASS)
Stack Diameter
APCV.3 and APCV.3(BYPASS)
Stack Temperature
APCV.3 and APCV.3(BYPASS)
Stack Velocity
APCV.3 and APCV.3(BYPASS)
Stack Flow Rate
APCV.3 and APCV.3(BYPASS)
Maximum Emission Rate
APCV.28 and APCV.29
Comparison Module

The comparison check module is mainly created for APCV.29. It checks the total
emission for each pollutant from each individual APCV.28 form (process emission)
versus the reported facility-wide emission for each pollutant in APCV.29 form. This
ensures consistency of the emissions through out the permit application.

Number of Comments Module

The number of comments module checks the number of records that is listed in
the QA/QC comment table to determine whether a form has passed the QC and whether
to put a QA/QC check mark into the QA/QC check field in the main form/operating
switchboard. The decision is strictly based on the module result. If the resultant count is
more than one, the QA/QC check field in the main form/operating switchboard will be
blank. However, if the resultant count is zero, the QA/QC check will be added to the
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main form/operating switchboard. Since there are three QA/QC checks in each QA/QC
check box, three separate runs will be performed. Table 3.3 shows examples of list of
QA/QC fields that belong to each type of QA/QC check. The first column of the table is
the type (strtype), which controls the type of QA/QC check. “T” represents the QC field
that is used by the Title V check box; “I” represents the QC field that is used by the
emission inventory check box; and “B” represents the QC field that is used by both the
Title V check box and the emission inventory check box. Once again, the reason for
using a table to store such information is for easy modification in the future.
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CHAPTER 4
MSPIRS USER GUIDE

This chapter provides general information on the use of MSPIRS. You will need
the information provided in this chapter when filling out an electronic version of the
Tennessee Title V permit application.

In This Chapter
•

What is MSPIRS?

•

System Requirements

•

MSPIRS Organization

•

Getting Started

•

Understanding the Touch Screen/Switchboard Style Main Form
Emission Unit Information
Process Information
Stack/Fugitive Information
Emission Information
Control Equipment Information
Emission Compliance Information
Emission Status Information

•

Additional Information

•

Facility Summary Form and Printing Switchboard

•

Data Extraction
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What is MSPIRS:

MSPIRS stands for Major Source Permitting and Inventory Reporting System. It
is a Microsoft Access database program that incorporates various Tennessee Title V
paper-based permit application forms into an electronic platform. MSPIRS organizes the
existing Title V permit application into a well-defined hierarchy. Therefore, it can be
maintained and managed in a relational database. The relational database allows the user
to extract useful information such as emission inventory data required by the Tennessee
Department of Environmental and Conservation, Air Pollution Control Division. In
addition, MSPIRS provides excellent quality check verification capabilities for both Title
V permit application and annual emission inventory purposes.

System Requirements:
Windows
•

PC with a Intel ® Pentium® 75-megahertz (MHz) or higher processor

•

Microsoft Windows® 95 or later operating system, or Microsoft Windows NT®
Workstation operating system version 4.0 Service Pack 3 or later

•

For Windows 95 or Windows 98:
16 megabytes (MB) of RAM for the operating system, plus an additional 16 MB
of RAM for Access 2000

•

For Windows NT Workstation:
32 MB of RAM for the operating system, plus an additional 8 MB of RAM for
Access 2000
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•

161 MB of available hard-disk space (Number indicates typical installation; your
hard-disk usage will vary depending on configuration. Choices made during
custom installation may require more or less hard-disk space.)

•

CD-ROM drive

•

VGA- or higher-resolution monitor; Super VGA recommended

•

Microsoft Mouse, Microsoft IntelliMouse®, or compatible pointing device
Source of Data: Microsoft Access Website

MSPIRS Organization:

The Tennessee Title V permit application contains a total of thirty-six different
forms. Each form has certain characteristics. Forms that contain similar characteristics
are grouped into the same category. Seven categories are identified. Figure 4.1 shows
how different forms are categorized and the relationship among the categories.

Getting Started:

MSPIRS was developed from Microsoft Access Runtime®, a developer version
of Microsoft Access. To start the program, double click “MSPIRS.mdb” under Windows
Explorer to launch the program. A main cover form screen pops up (Appendix B.1).
There are threebuttons on screen. The button with the door with an arrow mark on the
lower right of the screen allows one to quit or exit the program. This button will show up
on every page in the program. Click on the “Start” button. A cover form pops up
(Appendix B.2). Enter the facility name, federal state and county ID (selected by
county), and local facility ID. After the federal state and county ID are entered, the local
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Facility Category
APCV.1 - FACILITY IDENTIFICATION
APCV.2 - OPERATIONS AND FLOW DIAGRAMS
APCV.29 - EMISSION SUMMARY FOR THE FACILITY
APCV.31 - COMPLIANCE PLAN AND COMPLIANCE CERTIFICATION
APCV.32 - MAJOR SOURCE AIR MONITORING NETWORK
APCV.35 - APPLICATION COMPLETENESS CHECK LIST

1 ∞
Process Category
APCV.4 - FUEL BURNING NON-PROCESS
EQUIPMENT
APCV.5

- STATIONARY GAS TURBINE
OR INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE

APCV.6
APCV.7
APCV.8
APCV.9

- STORAGE TANKS
- INCINERATION
- PRINTING OPERATIONS
- PAINTING AND COATING
OPERATIONS
APCV.10 - MISCELLANEOUS PROCESSES
APCV.33 - OPEN BURNING

1 ∞

1…1

Control Equipment Category
APCV.11 - MISCELLANEOUS
APCV.12 - CONDENSERS
APCV.13 - ADSORBERS
APCV.14 - CATALYTIC OR
THERMAL OXIDATION
APCV.15 - CYCLONES/SETTLING
CHAMBERS
APCV.16 - ELECTROSTATIC
PRECIPITATOR
APCV.17 - WET COLLECTION SYSTEMS
APCV.18 - BAGHOUSES/FABRIC FILTERS
APCV.33 - STAGE I AND STAGE II VAPOR
RECOVERY

∞

Emission Category
APCV.28 - EMISSIONS FROM EMISSION
PROCESS

1

Stack Category
APCV.3 - STACK IDENTIFICATION/
FUGITIVE IDENTIFICATION

1…1
Compliance Category
APCV.19 - COMPLIANCE CERTIFICATION (CD)
APCV.20 - CD BY CONTINUOUS EMISSIONS
MONITORING
APCV.21 - CD BY PORTABLE MONITORS
APCV.22 - CD BY MONITORING CONTROL SYSTEM
PARAMETERS OR OPERATING
PARAMETERS OF A PROCESS
APCV.23 - CD BY MONITORING MAINTENANCE
PROCEDURES
APCV.24 - CD BY STACK TESTING
APCV.25 - CD BY FUEL SAMPLING AND ANALYSIS
APCV.26 - CD BY RECORDKEEPING
APCV.27 - CD BY OTHER METHOD (S)

1 ... 1 : One to One relationship*
1 ... ∞ : One to many relationship
∞ ... 1 : Many to One relationship

1…1
Status Category
APCV.30 - CURRENT EMISSIONS REQUIREMENTS
AND STATUS

* One to One relationship means each record
in one table can only have a relationship with
one record from another table

Figure 4.1 – Relational Flow Chart Of MSPIRS
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county ID will be automatically created. If one does not know the local facility ID at this
moment, one can enter it later. Click on the “Go Next” button. It brings up the APCV.1
form screen (Appendix C.1). Complete all the required information. Notice that fields
with light blue color represent editable fields and fields with white color or grey are noneditable (these conventions are used throughout the program). At any time, one can go
back to a previous page by clicking on the “GO BACK” button.
After one has completed the form, click on the “GO NEXT” button. The APC
V.2 form will pop up. Complete the form and click on the “GO NEXT” button. The
second page of the APC V.2 form shows up. Complete it and click on the “GO NEXT”
button. A summary of the site information form will appear (Appendix B.3). This form
shows the information that one has entered in the previous forms. At the bottom left hand
side, there is a “QA/QC CHECK” box. The function of this box is to show the results of
a sequence of quality checks performed in the previous forms (APC V.1, APC V.2 and
APC V.2 (Page 2)) by the QA/QC program. Move the mouse curser and locate the curser
on top of the acronym, TV. A yellow textbox will show up and explain what the acronym
means. The “TV” check box shows the results of the quality check (QC) required by the
permit application submittal, where as “INV” shows the results of QC required by the
inventory submittal. “WRN” shows the results of warning criteria QC for both permit
and inventory submittal. At the top of the form, there is a button called “QA/QC
Summary”. Click on the button, and the QA/QC summary table pops up (Appendix C.2).
This summary table provides detailed information on the QC results. Only the fields that
failed the QC test will be listed on the table. The main function of the summary table is
to show where the errors are. It can also be printed. Since it is very difficult to debug
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errors using this comprehensive QA/QC summary table, a form specific QA/QC
comments table is added to each APC form. One can simply click on the “QC
COMMENTS” that are located on the right hand corner of each form to open the form
specific QA/QC summary table (Appendix C.3). Errors are categorized into two types,
Mandatory and Warning in the QA/QC summary table. Any errors designated with
Mandatory are required to be fixed to pass the “TV” and “INV” quality check. On the

other hand, the warning error indicates it is a potential error. However, if one believes
the information one has entered in the forms is correct, warning errors can be ignored.
Remember that prior to submitting MSPIRS to the Tennessee Department of
Environmental and Conservation, all “TV” and “INV” boxes must be checked. Click on
the “GO NEXT" button and a form called “main form” will pop up. (Appendix B.4)

Understanding the Touch Screen/Switchboard Style Main Form:

The title of the “main form” is “OPERATIONS SWITCHBOARD” which reflects
the unique characteristic of the form. The “main form” adopted an idea of switchboard or
touch screen that provides a great organization scheme and flexibility to fill out the
permit forms. The switchboard is like one’s TV remote control. One can press any
button on the control to switch to any channel one wants to watch. In this analogy, the
control will be the switchboard and the channel one wants to watch will be the form that
is to be filled out. As seen on the computer screen, the form is broken into seven
different sections by thick black lines. Each section contains a “GO” button and a
QA/QC check box. One can click on the “GO” button to open a form at any time. These
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seven sections were divided based on the seven categories that were mentioned in the
page 24.

Emission Unit Information:

Click on the “GO” button in the emission unit information section. An emission
unit information form will pop up. Fill out all the required information and close the
windows. When the form is closed, the QA/QC program will automatically run, and the
results will be shown on the QA/QC check box. If the box is checked, it means the form
has passed the QA/QC.

Process Information:

Click on the “GO” button in the process information section. The process
selection form will show up. Click on the form button best suited for the actual process.
The selected form will pop up. Fill out all the required information and close the
windows. There are two ways to close the windows: either clicking on the cross sign
located on the top right hand corner or clicking on the “GO BACK” button. After the
window is closed, a form number will be assigned to the form number box in the “main
form”, and the QC program will automatically run. This form number indicates that a
form has been selected and created during the process. If one believes one has selected a
wrong form, one can go back to the selected form and click the “DELETE” button.
Repeat the same step to generate other process forms.
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Stack/Fugitive Information:

Click on the “GO” button in the Stack/Fugitive information section. A
stack/fugitive (APC V.3) form will appear. Fill out the required information and close
the windows by clicking on the “GO BACK” button. After the form is closed, a solid
black dot will be added to the record indicator in the “main form”, and the QC program
will automatically run. The dot indicates that a form has been created. If one wants to
change the name of a stack at any time, one may click on the “Stacks Rename Wizard”
button and a rename stack wizard form will pop up. Enter a new name in the new ID field
and click the “RUN” button. Notice that only forms that have been created will show up
on the rename stack wizard form.

Emission Information:

Click on the “GO” button in the emission information section. The emission
(APC V.28) form will pop up. Fill out all the required information into the form. While
completing the form, please be sure to delete any pollutant which is not emitted in the
actual process. One can close the form by clicking on the “GO BACK” button. After the
form is closed, a solid black dot will be added to the record indicator in the “main form”,
and the QC program will automatically run. This dot indicates that a form has been
created.

Control Equipment Information:

Click on the “GO” button in the control equipment information section. The
control equipment selection form will pop up. Click on the form button that is best suited
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for the actual control equipment. The selected form will pop up. Fill out all the required
information and close the window. After the window is closed, a form number will be
assigned to the control form number box in the “main form”, and the QC program will
automatically run. This form number indicates that a form has been selected and
generated. If one believes one has selected a wrong form, one may go back to the
selected form and click the “DELETE” button. Repeat the same step to generate forms
for all other control equipment.

Emission Compliance Information:

Click on the “GO” button in the emission compliance information section. The
compliance certification form (APC V.19) form will pop up. Select an appropriate
compliance method by clicking the check box. Once the method has been selected, the
“OPEN FORM” button will be activated (in color). Click on the button and a new
compliance method form will appear. Fill out all the required information and close the
window. Once the form is closed, the window will return back to the compliance
certification form. The form indicator next to the compliance method indicates that an
attached compliance method form has been created. Repeat the same process for the rest
of the compliance methods. If an inappropriate compliance method has been selected at
any time, the form can be deleted by going back to the compliance method form and
clicking on the “DELETE” button. After the compliance certification information has
been filled out, the form may be closed by clicking on the “GO BACK” button and the
screen will return back to the main form. In the main form, the compliance method box
indicates the number of compliance methods has been selected in the compliance
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certification form and the QA/QC check box shows whether the form receives a pass on
the QC. A check mark in the QA/QC check box indicates a pass.

Emission Status Information:

Click on the “GO” button in the emission status information section. The
emission status (APC V.30) form will appear. Fill out all the required information and
close the window by clicking on the “GO BACK” button. After the form is closed, a
solid black dot will be added to the record indicator in the main form and the QC
program will automatically run. This dot indicates that a form has been created.

Additional Forms:

After filling out the main form, three additional forms are required prior to
completing the entire permit application. The following instructions guide one through
the process of completing the application.
In the main form, click on the “GO NEXT” button and the emission summary for
the facility (APC V.29) form will show up. Fill out all the required information on the
form. In the form, there are a total of 16 pollutants pre-inputted into the form. If the
facility does not emit a particular pollutant, be sure to delete it. Go on to the next form by
clicking on the “GO NEXT” button. The compliance plan (APC V.31) form will appear.
Fill out all the required information on the form. Before going on to next form, please be
sure to complete the additional question listed at the bottom of the form. If the answer in
that question is yes, click on the “GO TO MAJOR SOURCE MONITORING FORM”
and the monitoring network (APC V.32) will pop up. Fill out all the required information
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in the monitoring network form and click on the “GO BACK” button. It will return back
to the compliance plan (APC V.31) form. Click the “GO NEXT” button in the form.
The facility summary form will finally appear (Appendix B.5).

Facility Summary Form and Printing Switchboard:

The Facility Summary Form, an automatically generated form, is a dual-purpose
form that serves as a summary table and a printing switchboard. For the purpose of the
summary table, the form provides summarized information about the permit application.
Information such as form number, number of forms, and QC results are listed on this
form. For the purpose of the printing switchboard, the form utilizes the summarized
information with additional “GO” buttons to provide one the ability to retrieve any form
for printing purposes. There are two types of page number options available in the
program. One can choose either custom page number or default page number. The
custom page number follows the page number scheme that one has entered when filling
out the forms, whereas the default page number is based on a pre-programmed sequence
according to Figure 4.1. For example, to print out the APCV.1 form, the first thing to do
is to select the type of page number scheme that is desired from the page number box by
pressing a button next to the text description. After that, click on the “GO” button next to
the form number that is to be printed. A form selector will appear. Select the appropriate
form and click on the “OPEN FORM” button. The APC V.1 form will appear. Click on
the “PRINT” button in the form. After printing the form, one may close the form and the
window will return back to the facility summary form. Repeat the same step for printing
other forms.
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Data Extraction:

In the facility summary form, one may click on the “Data Extraction Wizard”
button to extract data or submittal. The data extraction wizard form will appear. Click
on the “Query for emission inventory submittal” button and the file new database dialog
box will appear (Appendix C.4). Navigate through the windows explorer and select the
location where the file is to be saved. Change the “temp” file name to the desired name
and click the “SAVE” button. This process may take some time due to the size of the
file. When the file is created, a message will pop up indicating that a new file has
successfully been created. Click “OK” to return to the facility summary form.
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APPENDIX A
PREFILLED EXAMPLE FORMS (PRINTING VERSION) OF MSPIRS
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Figure A.1 EXAMPLE OF FACILITY IDENTIFICATION FORM (APCV.1)
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Figure A.2 EXAMPLE OF OPERATIONS AND FLOW DIAGRAMS FORM
(APCV.2)
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Figure A.3 EXAMPLE OF OPERATIONS AND FLOW DIAGRAMS
(CONTINUED) FORM (APCV.2)
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Figure A.4 EXAMPLE OF OPERATIONS AND FLOW DIAGRAMS
(CONTINUED) FORM – ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
SHEET (APCV.2)
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Figure A.5 EXAMPLE OF STACK IDENTIFICATION/FUGITIVE
IDENTIFICATION FORM (APCV.3) – STACK EXAMPLE
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Figure A.6 EXAMPLE OF STACK IDENTIFICATION/FUGITIVE
IDENTIFICATION FORM (APCV.3) – FUGITIVE
EXAMPLE
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Figure A.7 EXAMPLE OF FUEL BURNING NON-PROCESS
EQUIPMENT FORM (APCV.4)
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Figure A.8 EXAMPLE OF FUEL BURNING NON-PROCESS
EQUIPMENT (CONTINUED) FORM (APCV.4)

44

Figure A.9 EXAMPLE OF STATIONARY GAS TURBINE OR
INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE FORM (APCV.5)
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Figure A.10 EXAMPLE OF STATIONARY GAS TURBINE OR
INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE (CONTINUED)
FORM (APCV.5)
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Figure A.11 EXAMPLE OF STORAGE TANKS FORM (APCV.6)
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Figure A.12 EXAMPLE OF STORAGE TANKS (CONTINUED) FORM (APCV.6)
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Figure A.13 EXAMPLE OF INCINERATION FORM (APCV.7)
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Figure A.14 EXAMPLE OF INCINERATION (CONTINUED) FORM (APCV.7)
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Figure A.15 EXAMPLE OF PRINTING OPERATIONS FORM (APCV.8)
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Figure A.16 EXAMPLE OF PRINTING OPERATIONS (CONTINUED) FORM (APCV.8)
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Figure A.17 EXAMPLE OF PAINTING AND COATING OPERATIONS FORM (APCV.9)
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Figure A.18 EXAMPLE OF PAINTING AND COATING OPERATIONS (CONTINUED) FORM (APCV.9)
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Figure A.19 EXAMPLE OF MISCELLANEOUS PROCESSES FORM (APCV.10)
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Figure A.20 EXAMPLE OF MISCELLANEOUS PROCESSES (CONTINUED)
FORM (APCV.10)
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Figure A.21 EXAMPLE OF CONTROL EQUIPMENT - MISCELLANEOUS
FORM (APCV.11)
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Figure A.22 EXAMPLE OF CONTROL EQUIPMENT - CONDENSERS FORM
(APCV.12)
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Figure A.23 EXAMPLE OF CONTROL EQUIPMENT - ADSORBERS FORM
(APCV.13)
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Figure A.24 EXAMPLE OF CONTROL EQUIPMENT – CATALYTIC OR
THERMAL OXIDATION FORM (APCV.14)
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Figure A.25 EXAMPLE OF CONTROL EQUIPMENT –
CYCLONES/SETTLING CHAMBERS FORM (APCV.15)
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Figure A.26 EXAMPLE OF CONTROL EQUIPMENT –ELECTROSTATIC
PRECIPITATOR FORM (APCV.16)
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Figure A.27 EXAMPLE OF CONTROL EQUIPMENT –WET COLLECTION
SYSTEMS FORM (APCV.17)
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Figure A.28 EXAMPLE OF CONTROL EQUIPMENT –
BAGHOUSES/FIBRIC FILTERS FORM (APCV.18)
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Figure A.29 EXAMPLE OF COMPLIANCE CERTIFICATION –
MONITORING AND REPORTING FORM (APCV.19)
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Figure A.30 EXAMPLE OF COMPLIANCE DEMONSTRATION BY
CONTINUOUS EMISSIONS MONITORING FORM
(APCV.20)
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Figure A.31 EXAMPLE OF COMPLIANCE DEMONSTRATION BY
PORTABLE MONITORS FORM (APCV.21)
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Figure A.32 EXAMPLE OF COMPLIANCE DEMONSTRATION BY
MONITORING CONTROL SYSTEM PARAMETERS OR
OPERATING PARAMETERS OF A PROCESS FORM
(APCV.22)

68

Figure A.33 EXAMPLE OF COMPLIANCE DEMONSTRATION BY
MONITORING MAINTENANCE PROCEDURES FORM
(APCV.23)

69

Figure A.34 EXAMPLE OF COMPLIANCE DEMONSTRATION BY
STACK TESTING FORM (APCV.24)

70

Figure A.35 EXAMPLE OF COMPLIANCE DEMONSTRATION BY FUEL
SAMPLING AND ANALYSIS FORM (APCV.25)

71

Figure A.36 EXAMPLE OF COMPLIANCE DEMONSTRATION BY
RECORDKEEPING FORM (APCV.26)

72

Figure A.37 EXAMPLE OF COMPLIANCE DEMONSTRATION BY OTHER
METHOD (S) FORM (APCV.27)

73

Figure A.38 EXAMPLE OF EMISSIONS FROM EMISSION PROCESS FORM (APCV.28)

74

Figure A.39 EXAMPLE OF EMISSIONS FROM EMISSION PROCESS (CONTINUED) FORM
(APCV.28)

75

Figure A.40 EXAMPLE OF SUMMARY FOR THE FACILITY OR FOR THE
SOURCES CONTAINED IN THIS APPLICATION FORM
(APCV.29)
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Figure A.41 EXAMPLE OF SUMMARY FOR THE FACILITY OR FOR THE
SOURCES CONTAINED IN THIS APPLICATION (CONTINUED)
FORM (APCV.29)

77

Figure A.42 EXAMPLE OF CURRENT EMISSIONS REQUIREMENTS AND STATUS FORM
(APCV.30)
78

Figure A.43 EXAMPLE OF COMPLIANCE PLAN AND COMPLIANCE
CERTIFICATION FORM (APCV.31)

79

Figure A.44 EXAMPLE OF MAJOR SOURCE AIR MONITORING
NETWORK FORM (APCV.32)

80

Figure A.45 EXAMPLE OF CONTROL EQUIPMENT – STAGE I AND
STAGE II VAPOR RECOVERY FORM (APCV.33)

81

Figure A.46 EXAMPLE OF OPEN BURNING FORM (APCV.34)
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Table A.1 THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE ORIGINAL TITLE V PERMIT APPLICATION FORMS AND THE
MODIFIED TITLE V PERMIT APPLICATION FORM
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Table A.1 CONTINUED
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Table A.1 CONTINUED
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Table A.1 CONTINUED
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Table A.1 CONTINUED
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Table A.1 CONTINUED
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Table A.1 CONTINUED
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APPENDIX B
SCREEN CAPTURES OF MSPIRS USER INTERFACE
FORMS

90

Figure B.1 MAIN COVER FORM

91

Figure B.2 EXAMPLE OF COVER FORM

92

Figure B.3 EXAMPLE OF SUMMARY OF SITE INFORMATION FORM

93

Figure B.4 EXAMPLE OF OPERATIONS SWITCHBOARD FORM

94

Figure B.5 EXAMPLE OF FACILITY SUMMARY FORM

95

APPENDIX C
MISCELLANEOUS SCREEN CAPTURES OF MSPIRS

96

Figure C.1 EXAMPLE OF APCV.1 FORM SCREEN

97

Figure C.2 EXAMPLE OF QA/QC COMMENTS TABLE SCREEN

98

Figure C.3 EXAMPLE OF FORM SPECIFIC QA/QC COMMENTS TABLE SCREEN

99

Figure C.4 EXAMPLE OF DATA EXTRACTION SCREEN
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APPENDIX D
PRE-DEFINED VALUE TABLE FOR RANGE CHECK MOD
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Table D.1 PREDEFINED VALUES FOR STACK PARAMETERS
Minimum
Maximum
Stack Height Stack Height

0.01

1000

Minimum
Fugitive
Height

Maximum
Fugitive
Height

Minimum
Stack
Diameter

Maximum
Stack
Diameter

0.1

100

0.1

50

Minimum
Maximum
Stack
Stack
Temperature Temperature
50

1800

Minimum
Stack
Velocity

Maximum
Stack
Velocity

Maximum
Stack Flow
Rate

0.1

560

1100000

Table D.2 PREDEFINED VALUES FOR MAXIMUM EMISSION
Pollutant

Limit

VOC

300

NOX
CO
SO2
SOX
NH3
PM-PRI

1500
600
5000
5000
100
200

PM10-PRI
PM25-PRI
PM-FIL
PM10-FIL

200
150
200
200

PM25-FIL
PM-CON

150
150
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Table D.3 PREDEFINED VALUES FOR STATE LATITUDE AND LONGITUDE
Minimum
State
Longitude

Maximum
Minimum
Maximum
State
State Latitude State Latitude
Longitude

-81.6523

-90.3054

34.9888

36.6797

Table D.4 PREDEFINED VALUES FOR COUNTY LATITUDE AND
LONGITUDE
County Name

Minimum
County
Longitude

Maximum
County
Longitude

Anderson Co
Bedford Co
Benton Co
Bledsoe Co
Blount Co
Bradley Co
Campbell Co
Cannon Co
Carroll Co
Carter Co
Cheatham Co
Chester Co
Claiborne Co
Clay Co
Cocke Co
Coffee Co
Crockett Co
Cumberland Co
Davidson Co
Decatur Co
De Kalb Co
Dickson Co
Dyer Co
Fayette Co
Fentress Co
Franklin Co
Gibson Co
Giles Co
Grainger Co
Greene Co
Grundy Co
Hamblen Co

-83.9447
-86.2288
-87.9156
-84.8998
-83.6621
-84.6897
-83.8995
-85.8782
-88.1732
-81.9314
-86.9014
-88.359
-83.3646
-85.2725
-82.8958
-85.8705
-88.9036
-84.6787
-86.5048
-87.9666
-85.6329
-87.1285
-89.1563
-89.187
-84.6536
-85.8679
-88.6919
-86.8095
-83.259
-82.5793
-85.489
-83.0831

-84.4474
-86.6642
-88.2147
-85.4283
-84.181
-85.0142
-84.3748
-86.2122
-88.7067
-82.342
-87.281
-88.8565
-84.0067
-85.8058
-83.3112
-86.2783
-89.3605
-85.2716
-87.0474
-88.242
-86.0538
-87.5647
-89.7218
-89.6466
-85.1171
-86.3212
-89.2009
-87.2374
-83.733
-83.162
-85.9205
-83.4695
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Minimum County
Maximum
Latitude
County Latitude
35.9078
35.3277
35.8138
35.3633
35.4555
34.9908
36.1771
35.6498
35.7917
36.0958
36.0491
35.2511
36.3284
36.4115
35.7024
35.2938
35.6752
35.7537
35.9775
35.383
35.829
35.9681
35.8776
34.9998
36.1413
34.9923
35.7965
34.9982
36.0822
35.921
35.2207
36.1159

36.2915
35.7109
36.363
35.7754
35.8849
35.3621
36.5955
35.9777
36.155
36.5034
36.461
35.5955
36.5988
36.6267
36.185
35.7119
35.9956
36.1721
36.3977
35.8583
36.1362
36.3397
36.217
35.4062
36.5837
35.3694
36.2266
35.4634
36.4231
36.4165
35.5454
36.3487

Table D.4 CONTINUED
County Name

Minimum
County
Longitude

Maximum
County
Longitude

Hamilton Co
Hancock Co
Hardeman Co
Hardin Co
Hawkins Co
Haywood Co
Henderson Co
Henry Co
Hickman Co
Houston Co
Humphreys Co
Jackson Co
Jefferson Co
Johnson Co
Knox Co
Lake Co
Lauderdale Co
Lawrence Co
Lewis Co
Lincoln Co
Loudon Co
Mc Minn Co
Mc Nairy Co
Macon Co
Madison Co
Marion Co
Marshall Co
Maury Co
Meigs Co
Monroe Co
Montgomery Co
Moore Co
Morgan Co
Obion Co
Overton Co
Perry Co
Pickett Co
Polk Co
Putnam Co
Rhea Co
Roane Co

-84.9337
-82.8498
-88.785
-87.9843
-82.6042
-89.0663
-88.1754
-87.9916
-87.1963
-87.5128
-87.5327
-85.4882
-83.2296
-81.6523
-83.6474
-89.3404
-89.3417
-87.1987
-87.2572
-86.3098
-84.1297
-84.3994
-88.3641
-85.7833
-88.597
-85.3606
-86.5918
-86.783
-84.613
-83.933
-87.1122
-86.2372
-84.3409
-88.81
-85.0769
-87.6454
-84.73
-84.291
-85.0946
-84.7033
-84.2644

-85.4674
-83.4642
-89.1981
-88.3831
-83.2823
-89.512
-88.6069
-88.5274
-87.7456
-87.9844
-88.0051
-85.8467
-83.7015
-82.0477
-84.2662
-89.6975
-89.9604
-87.6081
-87.7301
-86.8334
-84.5747
-84.8539
-88.7861
-86.2224
-89.0768
-85.8696
-86.9533
-87.3472
-85.0335
-84.5361
-87.6407
-86.5263
-84.9052
-89.4688
-85.4908
-88.0471
-85.2847
-84.7711
-85.8091
-85.1397
-84.7832
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Minimum County
Maximum
Latitude
County Latitude
34.9892
36.3875
35.0002
35.0038
36.2389
35.3999
35.4217
36.1315
35.6156
36.1863
35.8117
36.2182
35.8993
36.2647
35.7979
36.1838
35.5461
35.0073
35.4059
34.9953
35.6121
35.2464
35.0032
36.4163
35.4345
34.9901
35.2671
35.4231
35.296
35.2085
36.3217
35.1287
35.9143
36.2017
36.1528
35.4301
36.4123
34.9888
35.9852
35.4132
35.6501

35.4686
36.6005
35.4357
35.4299
36.5915
35.82
35.8277
36.4995
36.0021
36.3705
36.2511
36.5216
36.1873
36.6116
36.1894
36.5027
35.953
35.4673
35.662
35.3794
35.9078
35.6535
35.39
36.6433
35.7996
35.3258
35.7179
35.8552
35.7446
35.6744
36.6513
35.4216
36.371
36.5032
36.5412
35.8466
36.6256
35.2909
36.3095
35.8307
36.0564

Table D.4 CONTINUED
County Name

Minimum
County
Longitude

Maximum
County
Longitude

Robertson Co
Rutherford Co
Scott Co
Sequatchie Co
Sevier Co
Shelby Co
Smith Co
Stewart Co
Sullivan Co
Sumner Co
Tipton Co
Trousdale Co
Unicoi Co
Union Co
Van Buren Co
Warren Co
Washington Co
Wayne Co
Weakley Co
White Co
Williamson Co
Wilson Co

-86.5107
-86.1323
-84.2459
-85.2261
-83.2494
-89.633
-85.7764
-87.5897
-81.8289
-86.199
-89.4662
-85.9737
-82.2076
-83.6732
-85.2485
-85.5465
-82.2991
-87.5714
-88.5127
-85.2114
-86.603
-86.0058

-87.1384
-86.6959
-84.7819
-85.6192
-83.7889
-90.3054
-86.134
-88.072
-82.7032
-86.7513
-90.0464
-86.279
-82.6057
-84.0151
-85.6105
-85.9985
-82.689
-88.0269
-88.9566
-85.6672
-87.2138
-86.5817
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Minimum County
Maximum
Latitude
County Latitude
36.347
35.6213
36.1689
35.1591
35.5543
34.9993
36.0928
36.331
36.3934
36.2429
35.3802
36.2975
35.9556
36.1666
35.5521
35.5089
36.0989
35.0105
36.0677
35.7971
35.7039
35.9563

36.6551
36.0977
36.6051
35.5703
36.0456
35.4792
36.4268
36.6797
36.6136
36.6551
35.6474
36.4945
36.261
36.4348
35.8302
35.8587
36.4432
35.5053
36.4999
36.0891
36.0561
36.3504
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